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radiation-induced def ects. This reduction in pho-
non scattering was a strong indication that the
main phonon scattering was from mobile disloca-
tions, rather than from their static strain fields.
To further test these ideas, we y irradiated our
dislocated sample with a Cs source and then com-
pared the intensities of horizontal and vertical
FTA ridges. With 0.6 Mrad of y radiation the
scattering strength P was found to decree, se by a
factor of 7, shown as the dotted line in Fig. 3(c).
With a 6-Mrad dose, the intensity of the vertical
ridge was increased by an additional factor of 7,
as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3(c). Thus we
find that the y irradiation reduced the total scat-
tering strength by nearly a factor of 50. This
large reduction in scattering of particular phonon
polarizations with irradiation may be contrasted
to the much smaller reduction in thermal conduc-
tivity, where many modes and polarizations a.re
sampled.

Our experiments and analyses thus show that
the method of ballistic phonon imaging yields new
and interesting details about the scattering of
high-frequency phonons from dislocations in LiF.
The ability to quantitatively sample the phonon
transmission as a continuous function of propaga-
tion angle and accurately identify the phonon
polarization from the singularity pattern provides
a powerful new' approach to characterizing the
interaction of phonons with defects in insulators.
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tions of A. V. Granato. These experiments were
supported in part by National Science Foundation
Grant No. NSF-DMR-80-20250 and by U. S. De-
partment of Energy Grant No. DE-AC02-76ER-
01198. The computer-controlled imaging system
was developed under the National Science Founda-
tion Grant No. DMR-80-24000.
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Surface Studies by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
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Surface microscopy using vacuum tunneling is demonstrated for the first time. Topo-
graphic pictures of surfaces on an atomic scale have been obtained. Examples of resolved
monoatomic steps and surface reconstructions are shown for (110) surfaces of CalrSn4
and Au.

PACS numbers: 68.20.+t, 73.40.Gk

In two previous reports, "we demonstrated the
experimental feasibility of controlled vacuum
tunneling. The tunnel current flowed from a W
tip to a Pt surface at some 10 A distance from
each other. The tunnel distance could be stabi-

0
lized within 0.2 A. These experiments were. the
first step towards the development of scanning
tunneling micr oscopy. Previous developments
were unsuccessful for various reasons. '

The present Letter contains the first experi-
mental results on surface topography obtained
with this novel technique. They demonstrate an
unprecedented resolution of the scanning tunnel-
ing microscope (STM) and should give a taste of
its fascinating possibilities for surface charac-
ter ization.

The principle of the STM is straightforward.
It consists essentially in scanning a metal tip
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Ft:G. 1. Principle of operation of the sea~~i~~ tun-
neliag microscope. {Schematic: distances and sizes
are not to scale. } The piezodrives Px and Py scan
the metal tip M over the surface. The control unit
(CU) applies the appropriate voltage V& to the piezo-
drive P, for constant hmnel current Jz at constant tun-
nel voltage Vz. For constant work function, the volt-
ages applied to the piezodrives P, , Py, and P, yield
the topography of the surface directly, whereas mod-
ulation of the tunnel distance s by As gives a measure
of the work function as explained in the text. The
broken line indicates the z displacement in ay scan
at (A) a su~face step and {j9) a contamination spot, g,
with lower work function.

over the surface at con~tant tunnel current as
shown in Fig. 1. The displacements of the metal
tip given by the voltages applied to the piezo-
drives then yield a topographic picture of the
surface. The very high resolution of the STM
rests on the strong dependence of the tunnel cur-
rent on the distance between the two tunnel elec-
trodes, i.e., the metal tip and the scanned sur-
face. The tunnel current through a planar tunnel
barrier of average height q and width s is given
by4

Jr ~exp(-Ay'~'s), (1)

where A = (4iT/h) 2m)' ' = 1.025 A ' eV ' ', with I
the free-electron mass, appropriate for a vacu-
um tunnel barrier. With barrier heights (work
functions) of a few electronvolts, a change of the
tunnel barrier width by a single atomic step
(-2-5 A) changes the tunnel current up to three
orders of magnitude. Using only the distance de-
pendence as given by Eq. (1), and a spherical tip
of radius R, one estimates a lateral spread 6 of
a surface step a,s 5=Sr, =3(2R/Ay~'), '~' i.e. ,
5(A) ~3[R(A)]' '. Thus, a lateral resolution con-
siderably below 100 A requires tip radii of the
order of 100 A. Such tips are standard in field-

emission microscopy. However, since suppres-
sion of vibrations is evidently more vital for the
STM, long and narrow field-emission tips might
not be satisfactory. Instead, we used solid metal
rods of 1 mm diameter, and ground 90' tips with
a conventional grinding machine. This yielded
overall tip radii of only some thousand angstroms
to 1 p, m, but with some rather sharp minitips.
The extreme sensitivity of the tunnel current on

gap width then selects the longest of the minitips
for operation of the STM. The lateral resolution
could be increased further by gently touching the
surface with the tip and subsequently retracting
it. This "mini-spot-welding" procedure created
very fine tips, such that monoatomic steps could
be resolved within 10 A laterally.

Scanning the tunnel tip at constant tunnel current
implies y' 's =const. Thus, the z displacement
of the tunnel tip gives the surface topography
only for constant work function y, and therefore
constant gap width s, as shown in Fig. 1 at A..
On the other hand at B, the z displacement is
caused by a change of work function on a struc-
tureless part of the surface. However, true sur-
face structures and work-function-mimicked
structures can be separated by modulating the
gap width s while scanning, at a frequency higher
than the cutoff frequency of the control unit. In
a simple situation, as depicted in Fig. 1, the
modulation signal gives the square root of the
work function y ~'= 6(inner)/&s, directly, & in
Eq. (1) being nearly 1. For general surface topog-
raphies, and work-function profiles, the separa-
tion process becomes rather involved. Then, the
modulation 4s of the gap with s is no longer equal
to the length modulation M of the piezodrive P, .
Essentially, As =M cosp, where &p is the angle
between the tunnel-surface element and the z
direction. In turn, the modulation signal is no
longer constant at true surface structures even
for constant work function y. However, since V~

and the modulation signal contain y and s in a
different way, their separation is, in principle,
still possible even for involved structures and
work-function profiles. In the following, we
present topographic pictures of (110) surfaces
of CaIrSn4 and Au. Work-function profiles have
not yet been studied in detail. They were used
rather to get an overall picture of the surface
condition.

CaIrSsq. —The flux-grown single crystals ex-
hibited shiny, natural faces after solving the re-
maining flux in HCl. Solvent etching probably
stops at Ir layers, which appear to be r=. ather
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inert. ' Therefore, they were good candidates
for testing the operation of the STM at moderate
vacuum (~10 ' Torr). Figure 2(a) shows a STM
picture of a (110) surface obtained at room tem-
perature without further surface treatment. We
take the large flat parts (flat on an atomic scale)
as an indication for a weak and homogeneous
surface contamination. (No provision for simul-
taneous recording of work function and topography
existed at the time of these experiments. ) The
pronounced structure on the left is the beginning
of a growth spiral. Such spirals could be ob-
served with both light and scanning electron
microscopes. In the flat region, some mono-
atomic steps are clearly seen. Two scans with
monoatomic, double-atomic, and triple-atomic
steps are shown in Fig. 2(b). From all the steps

0
observed, we obtained 6.7 A as the average spac-
ing of the Ir(110) planes. The piezodrives were
calibrated by relacing the tip and sample with
capacitor plates, giving a sensitivity of 2.0(+0.2)
A/V in each direction. This step height agrees
well with the 6.87 A inferred from crystallograph-
ic data. ' Moreover, the form of the large steps
is in qualitative agreement with that expected
from simple calculations: a relatively sharp
edge at the beginning of the step and considerable

smearing out at the end (as sketched in Fig. 1 at
a).

Au. —The Au pictures were taken with a new,
improved tunnel unit with considerably increased
stability. The piezodrive material was calibrated
in a conventional capacitance dilatometer within

2%%u& giving an accuracy of the sensitivity of the
whole piezodrive of about 5%. The untreated
(110) surface appeared structureless and mostly
atomically flat. After Ar sputtering and subse-
tluent annealing at 600'C in (2 to 7) X10 "Torr
[a standard procedure for inducing reconstruc-
tions of Au (110) surfaces' '], the surface ap-
peared gently corrugated in the [001] direction
as shown in Fig. 3(a). The work function was
practically constant. The modulated signal
showed variations of the order of a percent which
reflect the surface corrugation rather than a
true variation of the work function, as explained
above. Repetition of the cleaning procedure led
to qualitatively the same result. The corruga-
tion is not strictly periodic; it varies from 20 to
100 A in length and from some tenths to 2 A in
height, but with only small local variation in
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FIG. 2. Topography of a CalrSn4 (110) surface.
(a) Overall view of a Qat part with single atomic steps
(right) and start of a growth spiral {left). For better
visualization of the topography of the surface, some
additional lines have been interpolated {broken) between
the smoothed scans. The bottom line is as measured.
The distance between the scans is uncalibrated. {b) Two
individual scans, exhibiting triple, double, and mono-
atomic steps. The broken lines indicate (110) faces,
with the proper distance.

b)

FIQ. 3. Two examples of scanning tunnelirg micro-
graphs of a Au (110) surface, taken at (a) room tem-
perature, and (b) 300 C after annealing for 20 h at the
same temperature (and essentially constant work func-
tion) . The sensitivity is 10 A/div everywhere Becau.se
of a small thermal drift, there is some uncertainty in
the crystal directions in the surface. In (a), the surface
is gently corrugated in the )001] direction, except for a
step of four atomic layers (= 2 atomic radii) along the
[1101direction, as indicated by the discontinuity of the
shaded ribbon. The steps in (b), which were always
found along the [110]direction, are visualized by the
possible positions of the Au atoms (dots).
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periodicity and height. A small corrugation of
about 100 A length in the [1'] direction could
be induced by rapidly cooling the sample to room
temperature after annealing at 600 C. Atomic
steps could not usually be observed, and the step
of 6 A [equal to four (110) spacings or two atom-
ic radii] shown in Fig. 3(a) is an exception. How-

ever, double or monoatomic steps were easily
found at 300'C [Fig. 3(b)]. An independent indi-
cation of an increasing step density with increas-
ing temperature was recently obtained from an
analysis of He-diffraction line shapes for Ni(100)."

Disorder along the [001] direction of Au(110)
surfaces has been inferred from low-energy elec-
tron diffraction (LEED) experiments. ' The vary-
ing wavelength of the corrugation found in the
present experiments induces such an anisotropic
disorder. In view of the resolution demonstrated
[see the steps in Fig. 3(b)], the corrugation is
too smooth and flat to be explained in terms of
some sequence of unrelaxed steps or a disorder-
ed 2x1 reconstruction of the missing-row type. '
It rather indicates a more continuous vertical
displacement of the Au atoms. Surface buckling
has been conjectured" for the Au(100) surface
as a consequence of a mismatch of a topmost
hexagonal layer with the underlying fcc structure.
Reconstructions of the (110) surface are subject
to quite some controversy. In particular, spin-
polarized LEED experiments seem to rule out
any of the proposed models containing a mirror
plane perpendicular to the [1'] chains or two-
fold rotations. " The distorted hexagonal topmost
layer model" is compatible with the symmetry
requirements of the spin-polarized LEED results.
Although the present experiment did not reveal
the double periodicity in the [100] direction,
some distorted hexagonal topmost-layer struc-
ture appears to be an attractive explanation for
the long-wave buckling. Even more, nonobserva-
tion of the 2 x1 structure in the present experi-
ment could be considered as support of this
model. However, it is not certain whether a 2 &1
reconstruction was indeed present, although it
had been previously observed in the same crystal
by TEAMS experiments. ' Combined LEED and
tunnel experiments are planned to clear this
point. Finally, it is interesting to note that the
step in Fig. 3(a) separates a smooth portion of
the surface (on the right) from an atomically
rough one.

In summary, we have shown that scanning
tunneling microscopy yields a true three-dimen-
sional topography of surfaces on an atomic scale,

i.e., a resolution orders of magnitude better than
scanning electron microscopy, with the possibil-
ity of extending it to work-function profiles
(fourth dimension). The technique is nondestruc-
tive (energy of the tunnel "beam" 1 meV up to 4

eV), and uses fields down to three orders of mag-
nitude less than field-ionization microscopy. The
high current densities of 10' to 10' A/cm' appear
to be no problem, and the technique has already
been successfully extended to low-doped semi-
conductors. " The significance of vacuum tunnel-
ing to surface studies and many other fields like
space-resolved tunneling spectroscopy, micro-
scopy of adsorbed molecules, and crystal grow-
th, as well as for fundamental aspects of tunnel-
ing, especially in small geometries, is evident.
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Physisorption Kinetics from Mean-Field Theory: Compensation Effect near Monolayer Coverage
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Based on a set of nonlinear rete equations with phonon-mediated transition rates cal-
culated from mean field theory, the coverage-dependent isothermal desorption time for
3He on graphite up to a coverage of 1.5 adlayers is determined. Prefactors in the Arrhen-
ius parametrization drop by 2 orders of magnitude as the heat of adsorption decreases
for increasing coverage, establishing a compensation effect in physisorption kinetics.

PACS numbers: 68.45.Da, 82.65.My

A gas is said to physisorb onto the surface of a
solid if the net interaction between a gas particle
and the solid is accounted for by an effective sur-
face potential V, (r) which for an inert gas is well
approximated by a sum V, (r) =p,. V(r —r,. ) where
V(r —r, ) is the two-body potential between a gas
particle at r and a constituent particle of the
solid at lattice site r;. Particles trapped into
the bound states of V, (r) form the adsorbate. At
very low (submonolayer) coverages 9, we may
neglect the interactions between the adparticles.
However, as 0 approaches unity and the average
separation of gas particles in the adsorbate ap-
proaches that of a liquid, their mutual interac-
tion potential plays a crucial role in ensuring
saturation in a (mobile) fluid adsorbate or caus-
ing crystallization in the adsorbed film. We have
recently developed a mean-field theory" to
describe an adsorbate of nonzero coverage in
equilibrium with the gas phase. Such a theory is

[-(5'/2m) d'/dr ' + V, (r ) —E";]y";

eminently suited to study the adsorption and de-
sorption kinetics in such systems, a task that
two-dimensional theories, in which the adsorbate
is totally decoupled from the gas phase, have
difficulty in tackling. For the study of adsorption
kinetics it is important, for example, to know

what changing environment additional particles
arriving from the gas phase will experience as
the coverage on the surface builds up. In a single-
particle picture this necessitates the construction
of an effective coverage-dependent surface poten-
tial given by V, (r, 0) = V, (r) +V &(r, 8), where
V, (r) is the interaction of a single gas particle
with the solid, referred to from now on as the
bare surface potential. V &(r, 8) is the potential
arising from the mean field experienced by a gas
particle in the presence of all other gas particles
already in the surface region at a given coverage

It can be calculated as a Slater average from
the self-consistent solutions of the temperature-
dependent Hartree-Fock equations

(r)+Z; n; J d~'V. ~~(lr-r 'l)y;*(r')
x [(2s+1)q";(r')y;(r)+y";(r)y-, (r ')]=0, (1)

where n;" is the occupation function of the j th
state; s is the spin of the adsorbing gas particle,
obeying Fermi-Dirac (minus sign) or Bose-Ein-
stein (plus sign) statistics. V,ff is the effective
two-body interaction between gas particles whose
short-range repulsion is suitably softened which,
for gas particles obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics,
can be done by employing Brueckner theory in
the local density approximation. " For mobile

! adsorbates the bare surface potential can be ap-
proximated by a function of the distance z from
the surface only, i.e., V, (r) = V, (z), so that an
Ansatz g; (r ) = y";(z) exp[i q p ] is justified [r
=(p, z); q is the particle momentum in the sur-
face plane] reducing (1) curn grano satis to a
one-dimensional theory for the wave functions
y;(z) and the energies e, =E"; -6'q'/2m and re-
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